Abstract A well-produced video always creates a strong impression on the viewer. However, due to the limitations of the camera, the ambient conditions or the skills of the videographer, the quality of captured videos sometimes falls short of one's expectations. On the other hand, we have a vast amount of superbly captured videos available on the web and in digital libraries. In this paper, we propose the novel approach of video analogies that provides a powerful ability to improve the quality of a video by borrowing features from a higher quality video. We want to improve the given target video in order to obtain a higher quality output video. During the matching phase, we find the correspondence between the pair by using feature matching. Then for the target video, we utilize this correspondence to transfer some desired traits of the source video into the target video in order to obtain a new video. Thus, the new video will obtain the desired features from the source video while retaining the merits of the target video. The video analogies technique provides an intuitive mechanism for automatic editing of videos. We demonstrate the utility of the analogies method by considering three applicationscolorizing videos, reducing video blurs, and video rhythm adjustment. We describe each application in detail and provide experimental results to establish the efficacy of the proposed approach.
produce due to the limitations of devices (handheld camcorders), techniques (of amateur videographers), or ambient conditions (nightshot videos). Many videos have shortcomings, such as being blurred or being just a gray-scale video. Figure 1 lists three video frames with these artifacts. Let us first consider the blur phenomenon in videos. The following are the commonly listed reasons for blur:
• Movements during the image capture process, by the camera or, when the subject uses long exposure times.
• Out-of-focus optics, use of a wide-angle lens, atmospheric turbulence, or a short exposure time that reduces the number of photons captured.
• Scattered light distortion in confocal microscopy.
Videos shot by camcorders on moving vehicles often capture blurred content due to motion. Capturing swiftly moving objects such as aircraft also leads to blurry videos. Rapid panning and zooming actions also generate blur. Another type of blur is caused by not focusing on objects clearly in time and is called the Gaussian blur. Some amount of blur is always presented in videos but too much blur negatively impacts the viewing pleasure. Moreover, it can lead to failures in retrieval and matching from video databases.
Another type of video artifact is the lack of color. The night-shot videos such as those taken during a war are usually "green-scale" which is attributed to the use of infrared rays for image capture. There exist other kinds of video artifacts as well. On the other hand, a tremendous amount of professionally produced video is available. A lot of high-quality video material is freely accessible on the web. It would be a sheer waste if we cannot properly utilize this valuable material, since they represent the collective accomplishments of some of the best videography experts. Such videos embody highly refined artistic features. Usually home videos do not possess this level of artistry because they are often produced by amateur photographers and editors. Given that most home video enthusiasts do not have the time, money or inclination to develop artistic skills, an alternative would be to transfer the refined features from professionally produced videos to the amateur ones. Our work here has been motivated by the desire to benefit from these superb quality videos. We propose a novel general scheme, namely video analogies, to transfer the designated features from one video to another so as to modify the target video.
The video analogy technique aims at learning the computable features of the source video so that the corresponding desired features can be transferred to the target video. Computable means that we should be able to extract and match the video features by computation (they are used in our matching step). For instance, there exist many aesthetic features in videos, some of those can be extracted, but some (e.g. mood) cannot be done as of now. The crucial steps for video analogies are feature matching and transfer.
We now provide a general description of our scheme. The video analogies method is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Given and then transfer the color feature of the source video to the target video. What we would like to point out here is that the compared videos should be similar in terms of video content at the shot level so that a proper analogy is set up. They should have similar objects and backgrounds for best results.
The framework of video analogies involves three phases as shown in Fig. 2 : transformation, matching and transfer. The inputs are a source video A and a target video B. In order to extract features, the transformed source video A has to be constructed (by transforming) beforehand. At the matching stage, the corresponding computable features (matching features) in the transformed source video A and the target video B need to be extracted and compared for similarity (A : B). During the transfer stage, we establish a new function to transfer the desired features (transfer features) from the source video A to the target video to create the new video B by employing the analogy A : B :: A : B . The source video is assumed to be a high-quality clip that we wish to emulate. The target video possibly has the artifacts or shortcomings that we wish to overcome by mimicking the source video. We have observed that our framework of video analogies can potentially be utilized for several problems:
• Color transfer: We can transfer suitable colors from a source video to a target video, such as transferring the source colors to a gray-scale (X-ray or infrared) video. This can generate a more vivid and attractive video [1] [2] [3] .
• Texture transfer: By transferring the specific texture to certain areas, we can overlap and patch areas on video frames such as annoying video logos [4] .
• Motion trajectory transfer: By transferring the desired motions to the target video, we can actually remove or reduce shakes caused by camera vibration. Conversely, we also can borrow the shakes from a source video to add excitement to a target video.
• Music matching: Music is an indispensable component of videos [5] . Automatic music matching for atmosphere enhancement is a crucial step in video editing. From the source videos, we can track features in order to add similar music to the target video.
• Aesthetic styles transfer: Artistic styles in a professional movie embody the experiences and knowledge of the directors. Most of these artistic features are at the semantic level; however, some of them are apparent at the low level itself [6, 7] , such as color, lighting, motion trajectory, and rhythm. Such stylistic aspects can be advantageously transferred.
Although video analogies techniques thus can be applied in multiple situations, in this paper we focus our investigations on three problems: colorizing videos, video blur reduction, and video rhythm adjustment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the concept of video analogies has been proposed, and it is also the first time that the video analogies techniques have been used to remove video artifacts.
The structure of this paper is the following: we would like to report related work in Sect. 2, and our framework with respect to video analogies is proposed in Sect. 3. Section 4 will discuss our applications and Sect. 5 will demonstrate our experimental results. We end with a summary and our future research intents.
Related work
In Hertzmann et al. [8] , proposed example based image processing using image analogies. Under this framework, two phases are defined: a design stage and an application stage. This framework supports a wide variety of image effects such as filtering and texture transfer. The advantage of image analogies is that it provides a very natural means of specifying image transformations. Moreover, image analogies may learn complex image processing from the comparison. The same general mechanism could be used to cater for a wide variety of applications. This algorithm can be implemented in a real-time interactive system. Image analogies are not only employed for low-level processing but can also be employed at a semantic level.
Curve analogies [9, 10] is a technique for learning statistical models for 2D curves. The target of curve analogies is to automatically learn how to generate an output curve from an input curve. Curve analogies can not only modify existing curves but can also create new curves.
Analogies are a fundamental concept in other research areas such as artificial intelligence and machine learning [11, 12] . Color transfer between images is an instance of image analogies. The inputs are a color image and a gray-scale image. The color image is first transformed to a gray-scale image and then the corresponding regions on the two grayscale images are matched. The matching results are retained for transferring. In the implementation phase, the color in a portion of the color image is transferred to the corresponding region on the gray-scale image. The new colorized image is the output [1, 2] . An interesting aspect of this color transfer is that it obtains the cue for matching from the input color image itself. The input color image provides a gray-scale image for matching. We have studied this color transfer problem for video data and have introduced a new transfer technique for colorizing infrared home videos [3] . Our algorithm mainly employs correlation existing in videos to efficiently render an infrared home video using color key frames. We basically establish a color palette for a video shot for the sake of rendering efficiency.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that video analogies have been used for video processing [13] [14] [15] . Our work is quite different from image and curve analogies, since we need to take the unique aspects of videos into account. What is most important is that a video has totally different features than other media such as images, graphics, audio, and etc.; therefore, we exploit both temporal and spatial correlations. Also, instead of three inputs in image and curve analogies, we often use only two inputs because a video is a rich medium possessing several potentially useful features. Also, many types of feature transfers are unique to videos. There is a growing interest in the general area of computational media aesthetics [16] [17] [18] . Video analogies appear to be useful in this area.
The method of video analogies
Our general framework of video analogies is introduced later.
Features for matching and transferring
Features that are extracted within a single frame are called local features, while features extracted over a shot are called global features. We now define the features used in the video analogies framework.
F T A (x, y, t):
The designated features in A that need to be transferred, where subscript A refers to the source video, T means it is the transfer feature, t is the video frames index and x, y are the coordinates in the frame plane. For instance, the color feature in A is used in Fig. 2 .
F M : The matching features in A and B that are used to set up the analogy between A and B. They come from both the source and target videos. Video features, unlike image features, include temporal and spatial features. Theoretically, each individual feature of a video can be extracted; however, not all features are useful as matching and transfer features.
The general criteria for feature selection are that we require that the extracted features should be computable and invertible. These are two mandatory conditions. The concept invertible refers to the ability to modify (add/subtract or overwrite) the target video by utilizing the extracted features. The transfer features (denoted as F T A (x, y, t)) should be invertible, since those features finally will be added into the target video B. Thus, these features can be extracted from a video and can also be inserted into a video. Table 1 lists the computable and invertible video features. Features for matching are given in the left column, while the features for transfer are shown in the right column. For example, we can transfer the color information based on texture matching, but the converse is not true.
Mapping functions
As discussed earlier, the key issue is, given the feature F M B in the target video B, finding the suitable F T A in the source video A in order to transfer it to the target video B. Here the term transfer means adding on or overwriting the feature F M B by using the feature F T A in order to bring the designated feature to the target video. Our video analogies technique is the precise solution to this mapping problem. We define this mapping as M B A :
Since our aim is to transfer designated features from A to B, we use the superscript B and A to denote this transfer M B A .
M B A can be obtained by solving the two step matching problem explained as follows:
Correspondence 1: By transforming the source video A to A, we obtain the mapping function between F T A and F M A . Since A is constructed from A , the relationship of the features between those two videos remains unchanged. We can easily define the mapping function as Eq. (1): 
(2) where S fr (·) denotes the frame level similarity function and the Sb(·) denotes the block level similarity function. T fr and T b are their associated thresholds. Fr(t) is the frame at time t. The details of the similarity measurement at both frame and block levels are described in the next section. After obtaining the two correspondences M B A and M A A , we can easily derive M B A as follows:
It is clear from Eq. (3) that the new video B cannot be directly obtained from A . The desired features from A reach B via A. This three-step procedure is shown in Fig. 2 .
Similarity measurement
For two video shots
are the video frames. The similarity measurement for videos can be at two levels: frame level and block level, we will describe them in the following subsections.
Frame-level similarity
Given an arbitrary frame in video V 2 , we can find a similar frame in video V 1 in terms of a similarity function
is a weight function, which is employed to measure the similarity degree of two video frames. Note that the weight function g(·) (used to measure the similarity between two corresponding elements in a certain space) is a general concept. Many distance functions can be adapted as the weight function g(·). The choice of the similarity function g(·) is dependent on the kind of feature that needs to be transferred. For transferring local features such as color, motion vector, the spatialdomain color distance, histogram distance based on statistics, energy and entropy distance, all can be used as the weight function.
As an example, the video entropy can be used as the weight function for the local features as shown in Eq. (4). It is usually used to measure the similarity of videos [19] , since it reveals the information capacity of a video unit (block or frame).
where [x 1 , x 2 ] is the color domain, p(x) the probability, which for instance in a discrete case, can be:
where b i is the histogram of features (e.g. intensity), W and H are the width and height of the video units, respectively. If we use Eq. (5) for measuring the frame-level similarity, W and H are the width and height of the frame, respectively. For transferring the global features such as motion trajectory or rhythm, one has to map the entire shot from the source video to the target video. Therefore, instead of a distance function, other mapping methods have to be used. For instance, if there are N 1 frames in the source video and N 2 frames in the target video, given a frame n in the target video, the corresponding frame m in the source video can be found by using a linear scaling mechanism (Eq. (6)). This is the simplest mapping function between video frames or blocks.
Block-level similarity
When the corresponding frames are found, then we need handle the target video at the block level. Among the blocks belonging to the two different frames, we obtain the most similar matching blocks in the frame pair as shown in Fig. 3 . Frames Fr 1 ( j) ∈ V 1 and Fr 2 ( j) ∈ V 2 are divided into blocks R m,n and r u,v , m = 1, 2, . . . , M; n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; u = 1, 2, . . . , U ; v = 1, 2, . . . , V ; M, N , U , and V are the maximum resolutions, respectively. We can find the most similar blocks by using the block similarity function Sb, i.e.
For instance, the similarity function Sb(·) for two blocks can be defined as the shortest distance (under the p norm) among all the candidate blocks in terms of distance according to Eq. (7):
Alternatively, we can also use the video entropy as the weight function, instead of the Euclidean distance. The equation is shown as follows:
where g(·) is replaced by Eq. (4). The full positional correspondence between the two videos is established after all the matching blocks R m,n ∈ Fr 1 ( j) in video V 1 among all the frames in the target video B are found.
Feature transfer
For feature transfer, we employ the map between video features denoted as M B A (see Sect. 3.2) to handle the target video B, since the mapping provides heuristic clues. We use these hints to transfer the new features to the target video. These clues or hints are the corresponding values of the computable video features. The goal of the feature transfer step is to generate a new video by using these values. In the following paragraphs, we will elaborate on the details. Figure 4 explains the feature transfer process at the block level. In Fig. 4 , n is one of frames of the source video A, m is one of frames of the target video B, n is one of frames transformed from the source video A , n and n have certain transform relationships. For example, n is a color frame, n is the corresponding gray-scale frame, m is another grayscale frame for color transfer. We obtain the correspondence from block-based matching, namely, the positional correspondence (solid line) of block r in frame n and block R in frame m. We can then project block c in frame n and transfer other information from block c in n to block R in frame m according to the matching result. After all the blocks in video are transferred, a new video B is created.
Framework
Our overall framework can be succinctly captured by the core analogies Algorithm 1. One significant difference between our proposal and other analogies (curve analogies, image analogies) is that we use only two input videos (A and B) instead of three (A, A and B) . This is because that we utilize the mutual information of the input videos ( A and A ) and build a bridge between them. This is possible because video data hosts many features simultaneously. For instance, video has temporal features, spatial features, and spatial -temporal features. One interesting advantage of our framework is that though a video possesses several features at the same time, we extract and learn only one computable feature (for matching purpose) from the video pair, however, we can transfer multiple features from the source video A to the target one B. This is an advantage, for instance, after getting the texture correspondence, we can not only transfer the color information to the target video but also we can transfer the lighting/motion features to the target video. Once we find an appropriate correspondence, it can be employed to modify several features which is an advantage.
The selection of source video
In video analogies, the selection of the source video depends on the particular editing task. It really depends on what possible source videos are available and what is the desired effect to be transferred. For many tasks in media synthesis, it also does depend on the video creator (more accurately, the editor in our case). Different editors may select different videos as their template video. Our default procedure is therefore to select the source video manually. However, In the video analogies technique, users select the source video that has the desired features and intend to transfer the designated features to the target videos. In the algorithm described earlier, the feature F T A will be transferred to the location of the matched feature F B M in the target video B. It therefore requires that the source video and the target video belong to the same domain and have similarities in terms of objects or scenes. This is essential in order to have a meaningful transfer. However, it is difficult to develop a similarity metric to measure the similarity between the transformed source video A and the target video B. This is defined in general as follows by using the block-wise distance function: In Fig. 5 , we show some source frames in the second row and use them to render target image (the image in the first column). The resultant rendered images are also shown. The comparison results using Eq. (9) is given in the bottom-most row. We see that if person A's photograph is used to render the target photo, it has the minimum distance at the block level. Thus, the conclusion is that person A's photograph is the best source among all of the candidates in this finite set.
Note that in this case, Eq. (9) takes the form: (10) where fr A and fr B are video frames,
and G r u,v (·) are the gray-scale blocks of R m,n and r u,v , respectively, with both of their resolutions being 5 × 5 in our implementation.
Alternatively, the following approaches can also be used for source selection:
• We can employ the video matching technique [20] to decide the most appropriate source video. If we have many candidate clips in our collection, we select the one that has the least distance among all the given videos.
• We can use of subjective evaluation. We may choose the source video by using subjective judgement. We can utilize the service of a video professional. Or we can rely on the opinion of several non-professional subjects and select the majority choice. In this case, the subject choices are considered as evidences for judging the suitability of the source video.
Applications
Although video analogies have many applications, we will now describe three specific applications: video colorizing, video blur reduction, and video rhythm adjustment.
Colorizing videos
Gray-scale videos, such as medical videos and night-shot videos, do not possess colors due to the underlying physics of imaging or due to the use of infrared and X-rays. How to colorize them is a really interesting and challenging issue. Pseudo-colorizing algorithms lead to unnatural looking videos. In this paper, we colorize these gray-scale videos by using video analogies. It is always possible to transform the color video to grayscale and X-ray or infrared video. For example, an X-ray video is the negative of a gray-scale video, while an infrared video is really a green-scale video. Given a source video (a color video) and a target video (gray-scale or X-ray or infrared video), we first obtain the video A by transforming the source video A into the gray-scale or X-ray or infrared video. Thus, we set up the color palette with respect to grayscale and color values. In this case, the mapping function M A A between features F T A and F M A is set up in the form of the color palette. Next, we match the texture features from the constructed gray-scale video A and the target video B, and establish a correspondence between the blocks, denoted as M B A . Finally, we can map the palette onto the frames of the target video (as the form of M B A ) and transfer color to the target video B to create the natural looking target video B .
We would like to formally describe our algorithm. After transformation, we obtain the gray-scale source video shot (after segmenting the source video A): V 1 = G M,N ,N 1 , M and N are the width and height with a total of N 1 frames; the gray-scale video shot (after segmentation to the target video B) is V 2 = G W,H,N 2 , W and H are the width and height with a total of N 2 frames. First, we perform frame matching between A and B. For an arbitrary frame n 2 < N 2 in V 2 , we can find a corresponding frame n 1 < N 1 in V 1 using Eqs. (1) and (3) so that we can map the information from the frame n 1 to the frame n 2 . We also can expand the matching range of candidate frames w by giving a parameter δ > 0, w = n 1 − δ, n 1 − δ + 1, n 1 − δ + 2, . . . , n 1 + δ extending even to the entire shot.
Second, we divide the frames into blocks and match the similar blocks in frame n 1 in video V 1 and frame n 2 in video V 2 by using color energy. We select the block pairs with the minimum distance as the matched blocks. We define color energy as follows:
where CE is the color energy, (r 1 (x, y),
. We obtain the matching blocks by computing the color energy. Given a block in frame n 1 and given candidate blocks in frame n 2 , suppose their color energy is CE i, j , color energy of the best matching blocks is CE x,y , then:
where
The reason why we have selected color energy is that it reveals the real pertinent color differences between these regions. Actually, given a color frame of the source video (which is equivalent to having a color palette), the palette is used to colorize the current gray frame of the given target video. After transferring the given colors to all the corresponding pixels in gray-scale frames, a color image sequence is created. Our algorithm can be summarized as Algorithm 2.
Compared to our earlier work on colorizing infrared home videos [3] , the advantage of the algorithm provided in this paper is that we find the corresponding color frame related to current gray-scale frame automatically. This eliminates the need for manually assigning the color key frames. This also leads to more efficient processing. 
Algorithm 2:
Rendering a gray-scale video
Video blur reduction
Blurs stemming from geometric optics are introduced into various optical devices. The video camera therefore also has this feature. In geometric optics, optical blur is defined as the position error of a projection passing through a convex or concave lens that exceeds one hundredth of the lens foci.
Before, we can de-blur videos, we need to identify which frames of a video are blurred. For the sake of completeness, we first provide the algorithm for blur detection and then provide the video analogies based solution to reduce the blur.
Blur detection
Blur detection has many solutions [21, 22] . Our principle for blur detection is that the lesser the edge information in a frame, the higher is the possibility of it being a blurred frame. Thus, blurred frames can be detected by counting the edges in the frames. The edges of a frame are obtained by using the first or second derivative [19, 23, 24] . We use the Sobel operator to extract the edges because it can take the correlation of videos into account and does not need much computation. Our experiments also show that the results using Sobel operator is better than that of the Canny edge detector.
In Eq. (13), the Laplace operator is used to extract the edges, while in Eq. (14) , the Sobel operator is used to extract gradient information. Equation (15) is used to find the edges and finally Eq. (16) is used to compute the degree of blur.
where T 1 is a threshold along the X -axis.
where W and H are width and height of video frames respectively. Our algorithm can be described as Algorithm 3:
Input : A frame from a video Output : The detected blur degree
Procedure:
1. Get a smoothed image by using Eq. (13) 
Algorithm 3: Blur detection
In Algorithm 3, the mean value in Step 5 is defined as the degree of blur. This degree is helpful in deciding the extent of the blurring of a video frame. In this algorithm, two thresholds are required for determining the blurring degree; one is T 1 in Eq. (15), another is for the mean value in Eq. (16) . Their values determine the blurring degree of the current frame.
Video analogies based blur reduction
In order to remove the blurring in frames or blocks, traditionally Wiener filter, regularized filter and blind de-convolution filter are utilized [19, 25] . For video blur reduction, superresolution is usually employed [21, 26, 27] . But these approaches usually require the camera parameters and do not work well. For instance, Wiener filter based blur reduction heavily relies on the probability distribution, which we cannot precisely obtain in practice. Thus, the result is not good, even much worse than others as shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 6a Figure 6b is the de-blurred video using Wiener filtering.
In this section, we provide a novel solution for blur reduction. It is quite simple but very different from the classical methods, since we employ a video analogies based technique. Our initial idea was inspired by our earlier work on adjusting lighting of home videos by using histogram equalization [28] . We noticed that after histogram equalization, the video quality is improved significantly and the blurry video becomes much sharper than before as shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 7a is the original blurry video, Fig. 7b is the video after histogram equalization. We can see that the video quality is improved significantly.
In order to improve the contrast, histogram equalization is usually the method of choice. Histogram equalization extends the histogram from a limited interval to a wider one. But this changes the color information significantly and even introduces color distortion. Moreover, histogram equalization cannot remove the blur; we, therefore, adopt the approach of mimicking the histogram of a similar sharp video in order to reduce the blur. Thus, in this paper, we reduce the blur by using a Bezier curve based nonlinear enhancement.
In Fig. 8 , the color information is from point (0, 0) to point (255, 255) along the solid line, while the histogram equalization method is indicated by the dotted-dashed line. In order to enhance the video quality, we need to change the color distribution, and make the differences between different colors more significant. Thus, we use the Bezier curve shown as dashed curves in Fig. 8 to reduce the blur. Cubic Bezier curves are described as follows: 255) . B i 3 (t) are Bernstein polynomial, and t is the parameter. In order to describe a family of Bezier curves, rational Bezier curves are recommended:
where w i ∈ (−∞, ∞) is the weight. If we increase the weight w i to infinity, the rational curves will move closer to the control vertex P i [29] . The advantage of using rational Bezier curves is that we just need to adjust the weights rather than move control points in order to reduce blur. If all the weights are equal to 1, the rational Bezier curve is a Bezier curve. With the aid of rational Bezier curves, we may modify the color distribution of the video frames. We modify the luminance so as to reduce the blur of video frames. In order to achieve our goal, we should take the boundary also into account.
Suppose 
In , W and H are the width and height of the blurry target video with total N 2 frames. For arbitrary n 2 ≤ N 2 in B, we can find a corresponding frame n 1 ≤ N 1 in A based on Eq. (6) so that we can transfer the information from frame n 1 to frame n 2 . We extract the blur information and build the corresponding relationship according to Fig. 9 . We transfer the de-blurring information from A to the B by using Eq. (19) . If the work to reduce blur is performed at the block level, we need to find the similar region by using Eq. (11) . Once all the regions in each frame are substituted, the new blur reduced video is created. Our algorithm for blur reduction is described as Algorithm 4.
Compared to other classical algorithms for blur reduction, our method is quite efficient. The core of our proposal is that we adjust the blur frames by using video analogies. However, other algorithms need to find the information (such as the PDF in Wiener filter) from the image sequence in a video first, and then synthesize a new video. If such a PDF cannot be found, the quality of blurry video cannot be improved. Without any such constraints, our method can borrow the information from the source video and transfer it to the target video. Our limitation is that an appropriate source video needs to be utilized for good results. This is a tremendous advantage of the video analogies approach.
Video rhythm adjustment
Video rhythm refers to the duration and frequency of segmented events, it is subject to the pace of the events and the relationships between these events [16, [30] [31] [32] [33] The overall rhythm is usually determined by the transitions between video components such as shots, scenes, and sequences. The work presented in [30] [31] [32] has described many original techniques for characterizing rhythm and beat extraction in videos. In this paper, we would like to handle video rhythm adjustment from the video analogies point of view.
Usual home videos often do not possess a proper aesthetic rhythm. In order to emphasize special scenes, actions, characters, and atmosphere in a video, rhythm adjustment can be extremely useful. It can thus be used for enhancing home videos also.
Video rhythm is a global feature built on shot segments. The mapping between the source and target video below frame level (frame mapping and block mapping) is not required. Thus, in the case, A is similar to A but with additional meta-data in the form of associated clip lengths (to represent the rhythm). The method is described as follows.
In order to perform video rhythm adjustment or transfer, we take video shots into account. Given a source video A and a target video B, we segment them into several shots based on the events which are subject to our needs and obtain the clip lengths (total frame number). Suppose A has n shots, their frame numbers are S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n , respectively; B has m shots, their frame numbers are s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m , respectively. We can now obtain A, which has the clip proportion information S 1 : S 2 : · · · : S n . From this ratio, we can determine the relative duration or frame numbers of the video shots. We use it to modify the target video by keeping the ratio invariant. Namely:
where L i is the new length of video shots, and L 1 can be fixed based on the requirements, for instance, L 1 = s 1 . After obtaining the mapping, next we determine the rhythm and transfer it to the target video. In order to automatically detect the rhythm changes in a video shot, we take the video motion into account. We subtract two adjacent frames in the shot, i.e. i = |Fr j −Fr j−1 |, Fr j is jth video frame, 2 ≤ j ≤ S i . If the motion in a clip is acute, the difference will be significant, or else the distinction is minor. Thus, we can find these minor differences by calculating the density of minor difference in this portion,
, where denotes the sum of frame numbers under a condition. If a density is the highest one among all segmentations of this clip, we think the rhythm in this portion is slow. In practice, we need to add frames or drop frames from the shots of target video according to Eq. (21):
If d i > 0, then we need add d i frames in the ith clip. New frames can be created by frame interpolation or replication. If d i < 0, then we need drop d i frames from the ith clip. We add or drop the jth video frame according to Eq. (22) .
where function · is the floor function. The procedure to drop frames from a clip is rather easy, we only need to subtract the frames according to a uniform step; however, the procedure to add frames for a clip is difficult, requiring interpolation and synthesis. In our implementation, we just replicate the adjacent frames to expand the sequence which is sufficient in many cases. This is an uniform replication with the equal interleaving. After this replication, the tempo is changed, which will greatly influence the overall emphasis of this video. Viewers can sense a changed tempo to that of the exemplar source video. Our algorithm can now be described as Algorithm 5. Algorithm 5: Video rhythm adjustment Essentially, our algorithm for video rhythm adjustment is for frame number adjustment in video shots; however, with 
Experiments

Colorizing videos
In this section, we provide the experiment about colorizing by using texture mapping. We colorize videos by using video analogies. We transform the target video into grayscale first and then render the gray-scale video by finding the best matched frames in another color video. Thus, we transfer the colors to the gray-scale frames.
Figures 10-12 provide three groups of results, (a) is a source video, (b) is a gray-scale video, (c) is the colorized video, and (d) is the comparison result between gray-scale video and colorized video, we use chroma to find the chroma degree. Chroma is calculated as following Eq. (23): r, g, b) is the pixel color coordinates. Chroma fundamentally reflects the colorizing degree of the video. The chroma degree of a gray-scale video is equal to zero. Figure 10 is a video about jellyfish shot at the Underwater World in Singapore. Figure 11 is a video shot from the balcony of an apartment. Figure 12 is a video of the corridor in an office building. The experiment demonstrates that the gray-scale video can be colorized. Furthermore, if a video without color (e.g. infrared video) can be transformed to a proper gray-scale video, we can colorize the gray-scale video. Figure 13 shows the results of blur detection. The two thresholds for edge detection and blur degree are taken as 128 and 1.5, respectively, in the algorithm for blur detection. The results show that our proposed method can detect both motion blur and Gaussian blur robustly. Figure 13a is the plot of the blur degree and the frames of the video. Figure 13b is the blur degree curve and the video frames of the video. In Fig. 13a , the frames whose blur degree is less than 1.5 are Gaussian blur frames, we see the frames around 40 or so are the blurry frames. In Fig. 13b , the frames from 0 to 20 are all blurry frames. Figures 14 and 15 show the results from two groups of experiments about video analogies based blur reduction, (a) is the blurry video, (b) is the source video, (c) is the improved video, and (d) is the difference between blur video and the video with blur reduction. We use the blur degree to measure the effectiveness. Figure 14 is a video about corridor in NUS, while Fig. 15 is a campus car park. It is obvious from the plots that the target videos have become significantly sharper after the transfer.
Video blur detection and reduction
Video rhythm adjustment
Figures 16 and 17 depict one group for video rhythm adjustment. Given a video clip from a movie (a), we map the proportion of clip length to the target video (b), we get an exciting video clip (c). Figure 16 is a video about Michael Jackson's dance performance to which we transfer the rhythm of a piece of clip of the movie "Hero". This transfer emphasizes the dancing skills of Michael Jackson. Figure 17 is the video about creaming of Bill Gates, to which we transfer the rhythm of one clip of the movie of Jackie Chan (Flying Motorcycle) and obtain a new clip that accentuates the creaming effect.
Conclusion
The paper presents a methodology that exploits feature correlation of segments of different videos for automatic video colorization, blur reduction and rhythm adjustment. This three-step solution consisting of transformation, matching, and transfer phases has many potential applications. We colorize videos by using video analogies based color transfer. For blur detection, we use the Sobel edge operator to detect the blurring degree, while for blur reduction, we use a video analogies based Bezier curve histogram adjustment technique. We transfer the rhythm of video shots by using video analogies based frame number adjustment. The advantage of video analogies based handling is that we are able to provide an "ideal" for video editing which is the source video. We emulate the desired trait of this ideal video. Thus, we are able to transfer features like the rhythm of professional movies and sitcoms to any video. This greatly helps bridge the gap between the low-quality videos and professional videos. We strongly believe that the video analogies technique has many other applications, which we plan to work on in the future:
• Lighting transfer: The idea is to use the lighting of a professional video in order to improve the lighting of a video with lighting artifacts.
• Motion transfer: Shaking artifacts occur frequently in videos which need to be removed. The video analogies technique provides an alternative to motion trajectory smoothing. Also, motion transfer can be used as a basis for music matching.
Our future work in general will focus on automatically and efficiently editing videos by using the video analogies based techniques.
